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Abstract

This paper assesses the robust stability and robust performance properties of different -17- methods,

and reports the use ofa generalized two-input (vector) and two-output (vector) plant configuration

in multiy¿riable -E* design. Two industrial design examples are used: a scalar robot arm an¿ a

multiv¿riable generation station and grid model. The ,Eæ designs attempted tend to be conserv¿tive

due to the representation of plant uncertainty as (,8*) norm bounded perturbations neglecting the

phase information, and the merging of multiple design objectives into one Jl* norm. Despite the

conseryatism, the 11æ approach is still systematic and useful for multiy¿riable designs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this paper is to report and assess the application of J7æ optimization in control

system design, with two industrial examples: a robot arm and an electrical power generation

station. The robot arm is a scalar system with large v¿riations in plant dynamics over its operating

range. It is chosen to assess the robust stability and robust performance properties of the lY-
method. The classical Horowitz and Sidi (1972) method is then compared against -E*. The power

station has 2 actuator inputs, 2 sensor signals, and 2 disturbance sources (one of which enters the

plant neither via the actuator nor the sensor). It is chosen to demonstrate the use ofa generalized

two-input (vector) and two-output (vector) plant configuration in multiv¿riable ,I1- optimi zation-

based design. For implementation, the dominant dynamics of the multiv¿riable lY* controller are

identified, and the state-space l/- controller is subsequently reduced to classical PI controllers

with constant cross-coupling terms.

In -tlo" designs, robust performance and robust stability requirements are specified as bounds on

the weighted -E- norms of individual closed-loop transfer function matrices. These matrices are

augmented (".S. by stacking) into one single transfer function matrix, and a stabilizing contoller

is found to minimize the .E- norm of this augmented matrix. The combination of multiple design

objectives into one often gives conservative results because the ¡?æ norm on the augmented matrix

oniy imposes an upper bound on its elements. A sample of designs using this approach can be found

in Postlethwaite (1-986, 1987a) and Safonov (1986). Doyle (1983) proposes the use of p analysis and

synthesis methods to alleviate this conserv¿tism essentially by solving a multiobjective optimization

problem. Designs using the ¡r approach have been reported by Doyle (1986, 1987) and Fan (198?).

This paper deals only with ¡loo designs but not p designs because the J?- optimization techniques

are now well understood (Francis, 1987). All the .Iy'* computations can be caried out in state-

space (Doyle, 1988 and Chu 1986) and they have been implemented in.E- Computer-Aided Design

(CAD) packages such as Stable-Hl (Postlethwaite, 1987b) and LINF (Chiang, 1987). For p, there

t 
4lt. the .design gxapn_leq in this paper have been carried out using this CAD package, at Oxford
University England, U.K.
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does not appear to be an efficient algorithmic implementation of the synthesis procedure and there

are no CAD packages available.

This paper differs from other application papers on -ã- design in that it offers a tutorial intro-

duction as well as an assesment of the methodology. The tutorial introduction is made possible by

abstracting the algorithmic implementation of ,E- optimization as a 'black box' O PT procedure 2.

Design rules for weights selection are introduced, and the l7- design results are then assessed by

comparison with the classical Horowitz method (Horowitz and Sidi, 1972). A complete muitivari-

able design cycle from engineering specifications to implementation considerations is also reported.

We begin by introducing the use of -Eæ optimization in controller design in the next section.

2. flæ DESIGN PROCEDURE

The plants used in this assessment have all been modelled as linear time inr¿riant, continuous

time and lumped parameter systems which have both state-space realizations and transfer function

matrixrepresentationsintheLaplacianv¿riabre 
", " =lâ 3] r"u G(s) = c(sI- A)-ra+n.

The system G is said to be stable if the state matrix .4 has no eigenvalues in the closed right-haif-

plane. Suppose G is stable; then the .I1æ norm of G can be defined via its transfer function matrix

representation as llCll- = tlp a1G(iùJ, where a1c(jr)) denotes the largest singular value of G

at frequency c.r. When G is scalar, its 11æ norm is simply the highest gain on its Bode plot. We

also use the symbol RH* to denote matrices with stable real-rational entries in s, that is, the

real-rational subspace of .Eæ.

2.L Formulation of control system Designs as llæ optimizations

The general compensation configuration used in this assessment is shown in Fig. 1. It will, in

the sequel, be referred to as the Standard Compensation Configuration (SCC). The objective is

2 The interested reader is referred to Chu (1986), Francis 11987) and Dovle 11988) for its imnlemen-
tation details. An understanding of the'OPÍ 'procedurè is íot ur*"í"¿ ìor;Ad;á t; ;ã;l-ihi;
paper.
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to design a compensator .K (in state-space form), usually known as the controller, for the plant P

(represented also in state-space form) such that the input/output transfer characteristics from the

external input vector d to the external output vector e is desirable, according to some engineering

specifications. The internal compensation signal flow paths are represented by vectors 3r and u, and

correspond to the sensor signals and actuator demands, respectively.

The compensated system (that is, with the controller K in the internal signal path) shown in

Fig. 1 is said to be internally stable if the augmented A matrix of the compensated system is

stable. In other words, when the external signal o = 0, the states of both P and K wiit go to zero

asymptotically for any initial conditions. Such a controller is said to be stabi,Iizing.

Let M denote the closed-loop transfer function matrix mapping external input o to external output

e, and let W¿ and Wo be weights in -RIl*, chosen to emphasize (or de-emphasize) the relative

importance of the external input and output signal. The .ã- approach is to design a controller 1l

such that the I/@ norm of M is minimized. In other words, the objective is to solve the following

optimization problem

OPT

where the minimization is over the whole seú of stabilizing controllers.

3. AN INDUSTRIAL ROBOT ARM

A simple model (Åström et al.r 1987) of a robot arm is used in the assessment of the robustness

properties of the -E- method. The transfer function from the control input (motor current) to

meariurement output (motor angular velocity) is

P7o(s) =
kmlJas2+ds+k

(1)
(s + pt)lJo, J *d(JaIJm)s*k(Ja+Jm)l

mln
I{ etabilizing llw"Mwill*,
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where Jae1.0002, 0.002], Jm= 0.002, d= 0.0001,å = 100, lcm= 0.5andpr = 0.01 3. The

moment of inertia "Iø of the robot arm varies with the arm angle. Bode piots of the plant gain for

the extreme values of the arm inertia Ja in (1), where Po:= pJø=o.ooz and p" != pJo=0.0062, âr€

given in Fig. 2.

Since this robot arm plant has large variations in dynamics over its required operating range

of angular positions, the objective is to design a robust controller which is insensitive to these

variations and exhibits good tracking and disturbance rejection properties at all angular positions.

The ability to maintain stability over the entire range of plant dynamic v¿riations is referred

to as robust stability (RS) and the ability to sta¡ at the same time, within certain performance

requirements is referred to as robusú performance (RP). We also use the term nomin al performance

(NP) to refer to the performance of the closed-loop system pertaining to a nominal plant.

The most general fixed gain compensation configuration for satisfying both tracking and disturbance

rejection requirements is a two-degree-of-freedom controller, consisting of an inner loop for robust

stability and disturbance rejection, and an outer loop for tracking. We will concentrate mainly on

the inner loop design. A pre-compensator consists of a simple first-order lag, acting as a set-point

scheduler, is adequate.

Three approaches are undertaken in this comparative study: two f/æ d.esigns, one aiming at achiev-

ing robust performance and robust stability simultaneousl¡ the second at only simultaneous nomi-

nal performance and robust stabilit¡ and the third a classical design via the Horowitz method. The

plant uncertainty for the l?- designs is modelled as (ll*) norm-bounded additive perturbations

on a nominal plant, and for the Horowitz method as real parameter (,/ø) perturbations.

3 The small constan! ft is added Lo- avoid the Model Matching Trans-fo-rm_ation zero (O'Young, 1g8g)calsed by.3, go_le at-the origin. This small perturbatið" F;-.t;¿¿A;d iaü;* p;ò;reáì.'åolîã;
fully specified but more complex II* design problem.
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3.1 Robust Performance and Robust stabilization via -E* optimization

Our treatment of the robust performance and robust stability requirements follows Doyle's (1984)

method of representing these design requirements as an unstructured additive perturbation to

the nominal plant. Consider the inner-loop compensation configuration in Fig. 3 where Po is the

nominal plant and K is the inner-loop feedback compensator, A1 and A2 are additive perturbations,

representing plant uncertainty and performance requirements respectivel¡ and W1 and W2 ate

weights' We assume that A1 and A2 are scaled viaWt andW2 such that they are closed unit-balls

(:= {ó e REØ' lláll* < 1}) in -B.Eæ.

For robust performance, suppose that the variations in dynamics from the nominal plant are con-

tained within a filtered unit,ball in -&r?-:

{Wz6:6e A}f {P- Po:PeP}, (2)

where P :- {P¡o ; Ja € [0.0002, 0.002]], and Po is the nominal plant. Then a sufficient condition

for robust stabilityis that If stabilizes the set of plants {po*Wzó : ó € A2} which, by (2), contains

P.

Define the sensitivity function ,9o as Sp := (1 + Pf)-l and a robust performance requirement

can be defined as VP €.p and Vc.r € ft, lsp(jùllwtjùl ( 1. In other words, the disturbance

rejection ratio (:- df e,Fig.3) is guaranteed, over all possible P eP, to be bigger than lI4{l at all

frequencies.

To represent the requirrnents for robust performance and robust stability simultaneously in the

o PT setting, the closed-loop transfer function matrix is defined as

M Wt Sp"
W2I( Sp"

(3)

The following robust performance and robust stability sufficiency result is then obtained.

RPRS ContrcIler K satisfres the robust performance and robust stability rcquirements if (i) K

stabilizes Po and (ii) llMll* < tlø.
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Proof: For robust stability, we have V 6r e A1 and y 6z e A2, since A1 and A2 are unit_

balls in RE*,ll[ót, ár]ll- S \Æ. By (i), M is stable, and vór e a1 and Vóz e 42, we have

ll[ór, óz]Mll- < ll[ár, óz]11"" llMll- < 1. The small gain theroem then implies that the intercon-

nected system in Fig. 3 is stable. For robust performance, suppose f 6z e A2 and f c¿ € ft such

that l(.9aa o,W)(jr)l ) 1. Then, there exists a real-rational function ór € Ar with the appro_

priate gain and phase shift such that (^gp..,.6 rW16)(j.l) = t. The unity-gain positive feedback

would destabilize the interconnected system, and hence contradicts the robust stability condition.

Q.E.D.

To achieve RPRS for the robot arm example, the SCC plant corresponding to the closed-loop

transfer function matrix M in the OP? probiem is constructed by interconnecting the state-space

realizations of Po,W1 andW2 according to Fig. 3. Weight W2 is chosen to satisfy Inequality 2; in

particular, it is constructed as a stable real-rational function such that yp ep and Vc.r e $1,

lwz(j,)l> l(P - P,)(j./):. (4)

\Meight W1 is a high-gain low-pass fllter with the highest possible cross-over frequency a. (:= u ;

lw{ir)l = 1) chosen iteratively such that the solution to the OPT problem is achiev¿ble at a cost

less than Ll.'n.

The sensitivity functions corresponding to the nominal plants P, and P" are shown in Fig. 4. Note

that the cross-over frequency c.r" for the final design is at 6 rad/sec, and that both l,Sp"l and l^gal
are both below 0 dB at 6 rad/sec. The robust performance requirement is thus achieved.

3.2 Nominal Performance and Robust Stabilization via .ãæ Optimization

The NPRS design requirements 'u:ary slightly from those of RPSP in the sense that robust stability

is retained as an obvious hard design constraint, but optimal nominal performance is only required

for the nominal plant. The rationale behind such a strategy is that if l.9p"l is made small enough

over the operating band, the closed-loop dynamics within the inner ioop should also be relatively

I



insensitive to plant perturbation, hence achieving robust performance indirectly (O'Young and

Francis, 1986).

Consider again the compensated system in Fig. 3 with A1 removed from the block diagram and let

M in the OPT problem be defined as before in the RPRS case.

NPRS ContrcIler K satisfres the nominal peúormance and robust stability requirements if (i)

K stabilizes Po and (ii) ll}fll- < 1.

Proof: It follows, by (ii), llMll." < 1 which implies that llw2KS¿ ll"" < t . Since vóz e 42, ó2 is

stable and lló2ll < 1, it follows by (i) and the small gain thereom that the interconnected system in

Fig. 3 is stable. Nominal Performance follows immediately from (ii) since llWrSp"ll." < f . Q.E.D.

The NPRS condition differs from the RPRS case only by raising the cost of the OPT problem by

a factor of {2. In general, this number increases at the rate of 1fr where z is the number of blocks

of additive unstructured perturbations, representing both robust performance and robust stability

requirements.

The design procedure follows exactly as in the RPRS case where Wz is the same as before, and the

highest achievable cross-ovet frequency c.r" for l7r satisfying Inequality (ii) in the NPRS design is

1-5 rad/sec; hence 2.5 times higher than the achiev¿ble cross-over frequency of the RPRS design,

although the actual bandwidths of 5p. are similar in both case. This shows that a NPRS design can

sometimes satisfy RPRS requirements because robust performance depends on nominal performance

in most feedback designs. The sensitivity functions corresponding to P, and P" are shown in Fig. 4.

3.3 Robust Performance and Robust stability via the Horowitz method

The I/* approach is often criticized for being conservative, and to demonstrate this fact, we present

the result of Åström eú al. (1987), on the same design via the Horowitz method. Horowitz deals

with the RPRS requirements by characterizing the so-called Horowitz bounds on a set of discrete

8



frequency points {c,.r} over a frequency band, delimiting the feasible compensator complex gain

regions -8, where

B.:= {a(ø) : Ir
Ir + a@¡eç¡..,¡

( c(c.r), YP eP (5.1)

and

a(u)P(ja)
I ó(r) - a(a), YP e P\ (5.2)I + a(a)P(jc.')

on a Nichols' chart. Condition 5.1 is a direct characterization of the complex inner-loop compensator

gain needed to guarantee a disturbance rejection ratio ) L/c over all possible plant dynamics

P €. P. Condition 5.2 is needed to guarantee the existence of an outer-loop controller such that

the compensated frequency response for command signal tracking stays at the same time within

the tolerance limits b(r) - a(cu). These tolerance limits are sometimes derived from time (step)

response requirements for designs involving minimum phase plants. Note that the actuai perturbed

set of plants P is used in the characterization of B* instead of a norm-bounded set (2) as in l?æ

design.

The inner-loop compensator If is synthesized by (pasting' together, for example, by real-rational

function approximations, so that its frequency response lies within the Horowitz bounds and satisfies

the usual Nyquist stability condition. The sensitivity functions corresponding to Po and p" are

shown in Fig. 4. Note that the disturbance rejection bandwidths are in the region of 50 - 100 rad/sec,

much higher than those achieved via the .Ifæ methods.

3.4 Conservatism in the 11* Designs

The conservatism in the .E* designs stem mainly from the representation of plant uncertainty

(2) and the formulation of a multi-objective optimization problem (3) as a single-ob jective OpT

problem.

In the Horowitz method, both the gain and phase information on the plant dynamics variations are

used in the characterization offeasible regions for the compensator frequency response. In the I/-

I



design, we only use the gain information via Inquality 2 but ignore the phase information. Phase

information can only be ignored at high frequencies where the sensor signal is often dominated and

corrupted by noise which contains no deterministic phase information. Phase information is however

important at low frequencies or in the cross-over (cut-off) frequency range, where perturbations

are typically structured.

Because of the low-damping resonant peaks and troughs occurring at frequencies around 250-

300 rad/sec and higher (Fig. 2), a sufficient condition for robust stability is to limit the inner-loop

disturbance rejection bandwidth to be less than 250 rad/sec as demonstrated by the frequency

responses of the -Eæ controllers as shown in Fig. 5. In fact, the optimal H* controllers can be

replaced by 4th-order low-pass ñlters with the respective cut-off frequencies with no appreciable

change in closed-loop time responses. In the case of the Horowitz design, the controller gain

can be kept high at frequencies beyond 250 rad/sec because phase information is used in the

characterization of plant uncertainty.

Although the low-frequency gain of the Horowitz controller is also significantly higher than the 11æ

controllers, the high gain is not needed to reject output disturbance. The low-frequency gains of

the -f/æ controllers can be increased, if necessarg by choosing higher low-frequency gain for W1

without affecting the performance of the resultant design.

Since 172 has to be synthesized by a real-rational function approximation to satisfy the Inequality

3, allowance must be made for approximation elror. Fig. 6 shows the error margin of an eighth-

order real-rational function approximation lP" - Pol, with the most pronounced error occulring at

frequencies just below the resonant frequency of Po at around 100-300 rad/sec. This error forces

the If æ controllers to have lower gain bandwith than is actually constrained by Inequality 2.

In the RPRS design, the obvious conserv¿tism comes from the requirement that llMll- be < IlØ
which implies that llW2I{ Sp"lloo must also be < Llrfz. It has however been shown in the NPRS

case that llwrx S¿ll* ( 1 is already sufficient to guarantee robust stability.
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In the NPRS design, the objectives lllfi.Íall- < L and llw2Kspjl- < l must be satisfied

simultaneously. These two objectives are imbedded into the single-obje ctive O PT problem by

stacking them as M (3).The two objectives are satisfied independently only if they are prescribed

over disjoint frequency bands. This seldom happens for practical problems since they usually have

neariy equal gain around the cross-over frequency band. The design requirement for the optimal

NPRS design is that lS¿l < 1 at the cross-overfrequency but the actual gain is -3 dB because the

robust stability condition constraint contributes also to the gain of M. In fact, the conservatism of

the stacking and the error margin in the synthesis of W2 is taken into account, the actual cost of

the NPRS design can be pushed up to about 1.8 without violating either the nominal performance

or the robust stability constraints.

3.5 The Outer-Loop Design

The design of the pre-compensator will be discussed briefly to complete the robot arm design.

Tracking is an open-loop property when there is no plant uncertaint¡ and this is especially true if
the inner loop has high enough gain such that the closed loop dynamics are sufficiently insensitive

to variations in plant dynamics. This applies to our robot arm example, and the require¿ outer-

loop compensator is simply a first-order lag: fr. With r chosen to be ) 0.03 second, the rate of

change of the command signal fed to the inner loop is slow enough not to excite the lowest resonant

frequency (around 300 rad/sec) of the robot arm at all anguiar positions. Fig. Z shows the step

responses of the various inner-loop designs for the extreme values of Ja. Note that the tracking

response for the NPRS design with cost =l-.8 acheives nearly the same speed as the Horowitz design

for the nominal design, but the performance degrades significantly for the perturbed plant p".

4. A POWER GENERATION EXAMPTE

The power station shown in Fig. 8 is usually operated at full load and is tied to the load grid. The

load frequency trÍ (in % pu) is affected by the electrical power input from this station and by the

external perturbation .E¿ (in % p") on the load demand. The thermal power input to the boiier is

11



controlled by the fl.ow rate of hot carbon dioxide gas circulated through the reactor. It is assumed

that the hot gas temperature is kept constant by a relatively tight regulation of the reactivity via

the reactor control rods. For this example, the hot gas feed rate is taken as the heat input Q (h%

pu) to the boiler. The boiler steam plessure P5 (in bars) is influenced by Q and the throttle valve

opening .4'" (in % p") which acts a speed governor for the turbine. The total perturbation to the

boiler is modelled as additive steam perturbation P¿ at the output. The measured outputs are.lf

and Ps, and the actuator inputs are Q and .4". The disturbance inputs arc E¿ and P¿. The design

objective for the station control system is to suppress the disturbance of I{ from -t¿ and P¿, and

to keep the variations of Ps within limits.

This example is used to demonstrate the use of J7- optimization for designing a controller in a

generalized two-input (vector) and two-output (vector) SCC plant and the resulting Il* controller

will then be simplified. Here, neither robust performance nor robust stability is a design concern,

since we will consider operation at full power only with little v¿riations in plant dynamics. Coor-

dinated control of actuators Q and Á" for the best possible regulation of If is of primary interest.

In other words, we are dealing with a nominal performance optimization problem.

4.1 A Multiv¿riableJl* Design

The internal configuration of the SCC plant (see the Appendix for its state-space realization) is

shown in Fig. 9. The external input vector d := lE¿ PalT represents the disturbances to the power

station and the external output vector e := [¡f Ps Q A"]T represents the responses to be minimized.

The actuator demands Q and A" are included as constraints to prevent saturations in the case of

large and abrupt disturbances. The internal feedback signal vector g := IN Ps]" and u ,= lQ A"lT

are signals provided for the control system from plant instrumentation. Let M be the transfer

function matrix mapping the closed-loop external signals from d to e. The ã- design problem is

formulated as an oPT problem to minimize the weighted -Eæ norm of M.

t2



4.2 Weights Selection and Controller Design

Input weight W¿ in' O PT is used to scale the magnitudes of the worst-c ase E¿ and. P¿ disturbances,

and has been chosen to be a constant diagonal matrix of the ar- m = l3 1] . O*n"t weight IZ,

is chosen to be diagonal with entries u)rt'u)2¡ u3 and. wain RHæ. Weights ?o1 and u)2 arechosen

to be low-pass ûlters with appropriate cut-off frequencies to represent the required disturbance

rejection bandwidths from d to e. \Meights u3 and u)4 ã,re high-pass fllters representing the actual

useful bandwidths of the actuators. The frequency responses of the weights for the final design are

shown in Fig. 10.

The -rYæ-optimal cont¡oller is obtained by solving the OPT problem iterativel¡ and trading off

the relative bandwidths of tu1 and w2 to achieve a satisfactory compromise between the regulation

of .lf and P5. The closed-loop response of e as the result of 2% pu drop in power demand (E¿) is

shown in Fig. 11. These results compare favourably with the existing station control system which

consists of scala¡ proportional plus integral (PI) loops and constant feedforward terms.

4.3 Controller Simplication

The 'full ordet' controller from Stable-H has L5 states. It can be reduced to 6 states (see the

Appendix) by the minimal realization procedure proposed by Tombs (1985) without appreciable

changes in closed-loop ïesponses. The resultant 2 x 2 6-state controller still has 64 parameters and

is still considered to be too complex for implementation. It is desirable to simplify this controller

by identifying its dominant modes and algebraic couplings so that it can be implemented using

conventional PI control loops.

By using elementary row and column operations on the B, C and D matrix of a state-space

realization of the 6-state controller /f and observing the Nyquist plots and step responses of its

scalar elements, the controller is diagonalized at low frequencies. The dominant dynamics of the

low-frequency model of the controller consists, in fact, of two PI terms as shown in Fig. 12. By

adding a further second-order term whose resonant frequency and damping ratio correspond to the

13



complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues (at s = -.49 + j0.83) of the /. matrix of the original state-

space controller K, the frequency and steps responses of the simplified controller match closely

with those of the state-space model except for the very fast transient modes. It is felt that the

high-frequency dynamics of the J?æ controller should be dropped because it is neither desirable

nor useful to excite the power station with fast control actions.

The closed-loop responses to the same 2 % pt drop in -E¿ corresponding to the simplified controller

are almost identical to the 6th-order state-space model. The second order term can also be replaced

by a constant gain 1, resulting in slightly faster transient responses, at the risk ofreaching actuator

rate limits for large (and abrupt) disturbances in ,0¿.

5. CONCTUSIONS

The optimization of robust performance and robust stability can be formulated as an -tæ design

problem but with a conservative result. Alternativel¡ one can optimize nominal performance and

can check posteúori whether or not the nominal design meets the robust performance as well.

With the robot arm example, we have identified and demonstrated two major sources of conser-

vatism in 11* design: the representation of (real-parameter) plant perturbations by norm-bounded

uncertainty and the inadequacy of a single-objective H* O PT problem to represent multiple design

objectives. Doyle's ¡r approach addresses these problems, and should become a powerful CAD tool

when a numerically reliable and efficient p synthesis procedure is available. At present, numerical

optimization based CAD packages such as Boyd's (1988) qdes and Polak's (1982) DELIGHT can

also handle muitiple design objectives, specified both in time and frequency domains.

For scalar and minimum phase systems, an experienced designer can usually do better with classicai

techniques than resorting to the arsenal of a norm-based optimization method like 11-. For mul-

tivariable systems, despite its conservatism, the systematic 11- optimization is however a viabie

and attractive design tool, as demonstrated by the power-station example. An optimization based
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technique can give a reasonable preliminary design on which refinements can be added to satisfy

additional design objectives such as time domain performance which cannot be included directly

in l/*.

It should be emphasized that we have only used an additive perturbation for modelling plant un-

certainty in the robot arm example. Other representations such as stable factor perturbations

(Vidyasagar, 1985) might model the actual plant uncertainty more accurately and make the re-

sulting 11* design less conserv¿tive. Futhermore, -t1- designs are highly sensitive to the choice of
weights' It is not claimed that the rY- design is the best achievable. A challenging exercise could

be to find other weights and models of plant uncertainty for improving the Jl- designs for the

robot arm.

The two-input two-output SCC approach is a natural structure in multivariable designs where

disturbances, control variables, actuator inputs and sensor outputs originate at different locations

of the plant. The most general setting is to consider the controller to be also in the SCC form
(Nett, 1986 and Desoer, 1987) thus allowing a distu¡bance signal to be added to the controller. A
controller synthesis procedure in this setting needs to be considered.

The approximation of a state-space controller obtained from a norm-based optimization procedure

such as l1- by a simple and structured one as in Section 4.3 is needed to economize on hardware

and software implementation costs. Also and perhaps more importantly gain scheduling (e.g. for
start-up and shut-down) nonlinear characteristics (e.g. reset wind-up ) and integrity behaviour

(e'g' loss of sensor signais) may be more intuitive and hence more manageable. The simplification
procedure is usually done on an ad-hoc trial-and-error basis, and this need.s to be performed within
a user-friendly CAn environment.
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CAPTIONS FOR FIGURES

Fig. L: The Standard Compensation Configuration

Fig. 2: Bode Plots of. Po and P"

Fig. 3: RPRS Design Configuration

Fig. 4: Bode Plots of .9p, and ,9p" for Robot Arm Designs

Fig. 5: Bode Plots of the Controllers for Robot Arm Designs

Fig. 6: Approximation of Plant Uncertainty by Wz

Fig. 7: Step Responses for Robot Arn Designs

Fig. 8: Power Generation Station

Fig. 9: SCC Plant for the Power Generation Example

Fig. 10: Bode Plots of Weights for the Power Generation Station Example

Fig. LL: Step Response to 2 % pt Increase in E¿

Fig. 12: Simplified Jlæ Controller
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